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DOOR, LATCH 

David C. Smith and Leroy . Oblinger, Toledo, 
Ohio, assignors of thirty per cent to E. W. 
Sauers and thirty per cent to A. E. Giesey, both 
of Cleveland, Ohio 
Application March 25, 1946, Serial No. 656,920 

(C. 292-169) Claims. 

This invention relates to locking devices and 
particularly to a door latch selectively rendered 
operative or inoperative in response to stem ad 
justments effecting the engagement or disen 
gagement of an operating handle. 
An object of this invention is to produce a door 

latch having inside and outside handles, the out 
side handle of which can be rendered ineffective 
to retract the latch either by manipulation of a 
part on the inside or outside while the door is in 
closed position. 
Another object is to produce a door latch hav 

ing inside and outside handles, the outside han 
dle of which can be rendered ineffective for latch 
retraction from either the inside or outside, while 
the door is closed and can again be rendered 
effective only from the Outside, such as by key 
Operation. 
A further object is to produce a door latch 

mechanism which may be secured against outside 
operation by the shifting of a Sectional shaft, 
which may be readily effected from one side or 
the other of the door while it is in the closed po 
Sition, subsequent operation from the outside of 
the door being dependent on the return of the 
shaft in response to key operation. 
A still further object is to produce a new and 

improved door latch which is rendered inoper 
able in response to outside operation by trans 
latory shifting movement of one or another tele 
scoping shaft operatively connected to the door 
handles respectively. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

will hereinafter appear, and for purposes of ii 
lustration but not of limitation, an embodiment 
of the invention is shown in the accompanying 
drawings, in which 
Figure 1 is a perspective view of a fragment of 

a door in which a latch mechanism is installed; 
Figure 2 is an enlarged longitudinal sectional 

view of the latching device which constitutes a 
part of the door handle and showing the ele 
ments in unlocked position; 

Figure 3 is a sectional view of the latch mech 
anism on the line 3-3 of Figure 2; 

Figure 4 is a sectional view similar to Figure 2 
showing the elements in the locked position in 
response to shifting movement of the locking cyl 
inder from the outside of the door, the latch bolt 
and associated parts being omitted; 

Figure 5 is a sectional view similar to Figure 
2 showing the elements in the locked position in 
response to actuation of the parts from the in 
side of the door, the latch bolt and associated 
parts being omitted; and 
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Figure 6 is an enlarged perspective fragmen 

tary view of the coupling parts. 
The illustrated embodiment of the invention 

comprises a door frame to having an aperture f 
therein for the receipt of a sleeve 2 forming an 
integral part of a keeper plate f3, which is amor 
tized into the doorframe. 
A latch bolt 4 movable into or out of the sleeve 

2 is slidably mounted in an elongate sleeve or 
latch slide 5 disposed in an axially aligned aper 
ture f3 in a swinging door f7. The latch bolt 4 
is arranged to be retracted into the latch slide 
5 against the normal pressure of a COil Spring 
8 by a latch arm 9 of smaller diameter and 
extending axially inward through the aperture 
6. An apertured annular flange 20 integral with 

the inner end portion of the latch slide 5 pro 
vides a guide for the latch arm as well as a seat 
for one end of the coil spring 8, the other end 
bearing against the shoulder 2 formed between 
the latch arm and the latchbolt. 
The latch bolt is retracted by a U-shaped con 

necting link 22 having an arm 23 transverse of 
the latch bolt 4 and apertured for receipt of 
the end portion of the latch arm to Which it is 
securely attached. The other arm 24 of the link 
22 is centrally slotted at 25 for the passage there 
through of an operating spindle 26 extending 
transversely through the door 7 and perpendicu 
lar to the arm 24 and the latch bolt 4. A yoke 
provided by a pair of flanges 27 extending out 
wardly from the ends of the arm 24 engages a 
pair of spaced lugs 28 attached to a collar 29 
which is T-shaped in longitudinal section, and is 
operatively connected to the spindle 26. 
The Spindle 26, preferably circular in cross Sec 

tion, is shiftable axially between two positions 
of adjustment in relation to the collar 29, which 
is apertured at 30 to provide a bearing support 
for the spindle. A keyway 3 in the periphery of 
the spindle is engaged by a set screw or key 32 
passing through the hub portion 33 of the collar 
29, thereby enabling the spindle to be shifted lon 
gitudinally to one or the other position of ad 
justment in relation to the collar, but militating 
against relative rotational movements. 
The Collar 29 is positioned relative to the door 
by an escutcheon plate 34 which is apertured 

at 35 to receive the hub portion 33 of the collar 
and having an annular flange 36 of larger di 
ameter disposed between the collar and the inner 
edge portion of a cylindrical frame plate 37 which 
lines the aperture 38 extending transversely 
through the door. 
An outwardly extending flange 39 integral with 
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the escutcheon plate abuts the inner edge of a 
hub 48 forming a part of the initie: d'Or knoi 
which is securely attached to line Coilial 35 by 
means of a set screw 32. The knob is cerit trally 
apertured for the receipt of a cylindrica in ea'. 
member 53 and part of the integral Spindle 23 
Which is slidable longit dinally therethrCigh, 

Normally, the cylindrical head ne:ber 5 is 
in the position of adjustinent whereby its Outer 
end projects beyond the kincio É and is urged 
into that position by a coii Spring £3 having One 
end bearing against the coliar 29, the other end 
seating in a socket 23a formed in the cylindrical 
head member 53. Acvetaent of the cylindrical 
head in tha direction to the rigint o Figure 5 
further tensions the coil Spring aid e3bles a 

SE spring-tensioned detent 35 to eiter a notch & 3d 
in the cylindrical inead effectively to oppose the 
force of the tensioned Spring, operating to return 
the cylindrical head to its noi'nai extended posi 
tion. The dietent 3 is te:Sioi by a goii Spring 
46 disposed between the detent tead (, ; and a set 
screw $3 engaging a threaded aerture is in the 
knob ii. IWSanifestly, tile applicatio of fol'C&S 
in addition to that of the coil Spring is is re 
quired to disengage the detent áš fi'oin the groCV3 
45a, enabling the coil Spring further to silift the 
cylindrical head to the normali e.teinded position. 
From the description, it is evident tilat rota 

tional movement of the inside knoi is in eitiei 
direction Will be directly tiranSirritted to tiae CGia' 
29 and rocks one or the other of the luigS 28, 
thereby to retract the connecting ink 22, and the 
latch bolt. The coil spring 3 operates to retu.iri 
the latch bolt to the oria, engaged position 
upon release of the Knob is . 
A coupling part in the cri; cf an eillaged 

cylindrical sleeve SE fixed as by threaded engage 
ine Spindie 23, 13s a ment to the Outer end of tie & is 

central cylindrical cavity 58 
concentric aperttire 2 of Sai 
ing a thicker Wall portio. 3. 
posed, equidistazlitiyari&iged SiotS e i 3. 

t 3. in the thicker Wai politic i3 ai 
their inner ends to receive goupia 
are integral With and 
end of a spindle S. 
tioned in the slots 55, tiley are 
the side wallis theireof So that t 
56 rotate as a unit. The lengt - 
so chosen that relative axial shifting iniovel:ent 
between the sleeve 38 and the lugs, enacies the 
lugs to extend into the cavity is in which they 
can freely rotate. In such position of the coul 
pling parts, taining of tine Spindie 2: Wii sea.10; i.e 
effective to retract the latch bolt. 

longitudinally in an eiongate boi?e 8 Winich. 
tends through a knob is and its integral hub 35. 
Since cylindrical lock initS of this type aire Wei 
known to those skilled in the art, dietail deSci 
tion thereof is considered LinieceSSar:7. S 
it to say that a Spring-tensioned goit is ini 
engages in a groove 62 c2LEater'Sunk fro: tie 
58, and is retracted to a position itish Wiiii tie 
bore upon operaticia cf a key $5. A.I. ašially 
aligned keyWay is on the periphey A. 
drical lock unit 5 is engaged by a 
enabling the cylindrical iock and the 
spindle to be shifted axialiy between Vio posi 
tions of adjustment, but militating against their 
relative rotationai noverinents. 

S. 
Gore 

A coil spring 3 disposed about the Spindle 53 
has one end bearing against the base of the cylin 
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4. 
drical lock unit 5A and the other end abutting 
the ap2it ciC?ing eid S. of a flanged retain 
iing Sieeve is disposed about the telescopei cou 

atS. the Sileeve S3 is secured G the Knch 
3 E3ans of a Set screW. An OutSide escutch 

eon plate 3 Seats between the end of the his 
ania, Shoulder it formed in the sieeve 63, posi 
tioning tie attached eieilets in the dioCr. An 
annula: "ing dis8Sedi between the escutcheon 
plate 69, Siee'We 3 and the fir2.ne piate 32, mili 
tates against Sili the eleiae: its from the 
a SSenoied positics. 
An important feature of the invention resides 

in the linea,IS Of ciSengaging the Spindle from 
tie Sigadie 3 to Which the latch bott is operably 
co;inected. Thus, in the disengaged position, the 
Cuttei kilob may be freely rotated. Without actuat 
iiig the lattich bolt until engagement is reestab 
lished in a maniae; to be described. 
formally, the elements described are disposed 

Strated iiigure 2. Of the diaWings. Each 
the Seijidies is disposed in itS Goirinal out 

Vaidy exteided position aS urged by their re 
p&ctive 3Oil Springs, Such that the cylindrical 

members project a short distance beyond 
Spective knob. In the normal position, the 
(g iugs 55 OS the Outer Spindle aire en 

i icy the Siotted sleeve 5 trainSinitting the 
hai novelinents of one knob to rotationai 

veinets of the other. Thus, the latch bolt 
inay be retracted in response to the actuation of 
eithet door knob. 
When it is desired to lock the door from tie 

inside, the gyi.indrical head SS is degreSSed until 
the delet 35 engages the notch Sid, tenSiOining 
the coil Spring 43, and causing the iugS 83 on the 
other Spindle 55 to be disposed with the cavity 

, as illustrated in Figure 5. In this position, 
the atch boit is still operable in eSpotase to the 
actuation of the inner knob & A, but not in re 
SpOFSe to the Outer knob 33 because Citational 
ino Venent thereof merely turns the projections 
SS freely within the cavity S. The engageinent 
between the tensioned detent £5 in the notch 45 a. 
inilitates against the return axial goveinent of 
the spindle 25 as a result of vibrationS or the 
like, such that the door can not accidentially be 
opened from the outside. In addition, observa 
tion as to whether or not the door is locked is 
readily inade without opening the door, in view 
of the position of the cylindrical head. Within the 
knob iii. 
When it, is desired to lock the door from the 

utside, the cylindrical lock unit EE is depressed 
intil tine lock bolt 6: Sinaps into the groove 2 at 

which tine the coupling ligS 55 are shi: 3d fion 
engagement, with the slots in the Sleeye into 
the cylindrical cavity SS in which it is freely iro 
tatable. Thus, the outer knob may be freely ro 
tated without actuatio of the Side which 
is osrally connected to the latch bolt. Sigure 4. 
of the irawings illustrates the gosition of the 
eerinets When locked against cuts:ia Operation 
by depressicn of the lock unit, 5. 

It is manifest that engageinent between the 
ligS 55 and the Slotted sleeve in: 
effected by retracting the spindie S3 in : 
the Spindle 2. It is to be observed fo 
5, that the spindle S5 is in its outerringst 
of adjustment when the outside handle 
rendered ineffective by depression of - 
23 from the inside of the door. Therefore, in 
order to retract, the Spindle 53 in relation to the 
Spindle 2, it is expedient first to shift, the tele 
Scoped Spindles to the position of adjustinentat 
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tained when the door is locked from the outside, 
as illustrated in Figure 4. For this purpose, the 
operator, manually depresses the cylindrical lock 
unit 57, the force transmitted through the abut 
ting Spindles 26 and 56 in combination with the 
force of the tensioned coil spring 44, effecting the 
Withdrawal of the rounded detent 45 from the 
notch 45a, enabling both spindles to be shifted in 
the inward direction until the lock bolt 6 enters 
the notch 62. In this position, the coupling lugs 
55 are still freely rotatable in the cavity 5, the 
outside knob 59 still being ineffective for latch 
bolt operation. 

Retraction of the cylindrical lock unit 57 is not 
effected until the lock bolt 6 is Withdrawn from 
the notch 62 in response to key operation. How 
ever, When withdrawn, the cylindrical lock unit 
and the attached spindle 56 are shifted axially 
outwardly by the tensioned coil spring 66, the 
Spindle 26 remaining in its normal extended po 
sition in view of the force exerted by the spring 
44. Thus the lugs 55 are retracted from the cav 
ity 5 and into engagement with the slots in the 
sleeve 50. Not infrequently, retraction of the 
lugs is barred by the walls of the sleeve 53 but 
Slight rotational movement of the outside knob 59 
moves the lugs into registry with the slots 54 en 
abling the Spindle 56 to be retracted. 
... Manifestly, we have produced a door latch 
locking device based upon the engagement or dis 
engagement of telescoping Spindles respectively 
connected to the inside and outside door han 
dles, which Spindles are axially shiftable be 
tWeen two positions of adjustment. Lugs are 
provided on the end of one spindle to engage slots 
in the other spindle when in the normal position 
of adjustment providing a driving connection 
causing the Spindles to rotate together for latch 
operation by either door handle. However, when 
either Spindle is axially shifted to the other po 
Sition of adjustment, the coupling members are 
disengaged, enabling the Spindles to rotate inde 
pendently of each other, thus to lock the door 
against latch operation in response to the actua 
tion of one of the handles. 
An important feature of this invention resides 

in the simplicity of construction and operation 
and the relatively few parts required to attain 
the beneficial results. In view of the above, an 
economical, durable and easily installed locking 
device is produced. 

It is to be understood that the door latch lock 
ing device comprising this invention is not re 
stricted to the use with residential doors but may 
be readily adapted for use with vehicle doors or 
the like. Other changes in details of construc 
tion, arrangement and operation may be effected 
without departing from the spirit of the inven 
tion especially as defined in the appended claims. 
What We clain is: 
1. A door latch comprising inside and outside 

door handles, a pair of aligned independently 
axially shiftable spindles connected to said han 
dles respectively, each of said spindles being 
shiftable between two positions of adjustment, 
a latch bolt, means for retracting the latch boit 
in response to turning movement of one of the 
Spindles, means coupling Said Spindles when 
axially shifted to one of the positions of adjust 
ment causing said. Spindles to rotate together for 
effecting retraction of said latch bolt, said last 
means being rendered ineffective when either of 
Said spindles is axially shifted to the other posi 
tion of adjustment enabling said spindles to be 
rotated independently of each other, and means 
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6 
continuously urging each spindle toward the 
coupled position of axial adjustment. 

2. A door latch as claimed in claim 1, in which 
the means urging the spindles toward the cou 
pled position comprises coil springs. 

3. A door latch comprising inside and outside 
door handles, a pair of aligned independently 
axially shiftable Spindles connected to said han 
dles respectively, each of said spindles being 
shiftable between two positions of adjustment, a 
latch bolt, means for retracting the latch bolt 
in response to turning movement of one of the 
Spindles, means coupling said spindles when 
axially shifted to one of the positions of adjust 
ment causing said Spindles to rotate together 
for effecting retraction of said latch bolt, said 
last means being rendered ineffective when either 
of said Spindies is axially shifted to the other 
position of adjustment enabling said spindles to 
be rotated independently of each other, spring 
means continuously urging each spindle toward 
the coupled position of axial adjustment, and 
releasable means holding said spindles in the 
other position of adjustment. 

4. A door latch comprising inside and outside 
operating handles, a pair of aligned independ 
ently axially shiftable Spindles connected to Said 
handles respectively, said spindles being shiftable 
axially between two positions of adjustment, a 
latch bolt, means for retracting the latch bolt 
in response to the turning movement of the 
Spindle connected to the inside handle, telescop 
ing end portions on said spindles providing a 
driving connection between said spindles when 
in the normal position of adjustment causing 
said spindles to rotate together for effecting re 
traction of said latch bolt in response to the 
actuation of either operating handle, said tele 
Scoping spindles being freely rotatable independ 
ently of each other when either is shifted axially 
to the other position of adjustment militating 
against the operation of said latch bolt in re 
sponse to the actuation of the outside handle, 
Spring means urging Said spindles toward the 
normal position of axial adjustment, and means 
releasably holding said spindles in the other posi 
tions of adjustment. 

5. A door latch Comprising inner and outer 
operating handles, a pair of aligned independ 
ently axially shiftable spindles connected to said 
handles respectively and shiftable between two 
positions of axial adjustment, a latch bolt, means 
for retracting the latch bolt in response to turn 
ing movement of one of said spindles, contiguous 
concentric apertures of large and Small diameter 
in the end of one spindle providing adjacent 
Sleeves of thin and thick Walls respectively, axial 
slots through the sleeve having the greater wall 
thickness, and radially extending projections on 
the end of the other spindle arranged to engage 
the slots in said slotted sleeve when the spindles 
are in their normal axially adjusted positions 
causing the Spindles to rotate together for effect 
ing retraction of the latch bolt, said projections 
being disengaged from said slotted sleeve when 
either of said spindles is axially shifted to the 
other position of adjustment enabling said spin 
dles to rotate independently of each other. 

6. A door latch comprising inner and outer 
Operating handles, a pair of aligned independent 
ly axially shiftable spindles connected to said 
handles respectively and shiftable between two 
positions of axial adjustment, a latch bolt, means 
for retracting the latch bolt in response to turn 
ing movement of one of said spindles, contiguous 
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sconcentric apertires of large, and small diameter 
in the end of one spindle providing adjacent 
sleeves of thin and thick walls 'egpectively, axial 
slots through the sleeve having the greater wall 
thickness, and radially extending projecti is 
the end of the other Spindle arranged to engage 
the Siots in Said slotted sleeve when the Spindies 
are in their normal axially adjusted positioS 
causing the Spindies to rotate together for effect 
ing retraction of the latch oit, said projections 
being of a size enabling sliding innovement thereof 
into the sleeve having tine thinine' wall thickness 
and in which tiley ai'e it'ealy rctatablé, Said pro 
jections be Silifted 3xially into Said latter 
sleeve upon axial Inoveirant of eithe: Spindle to 
the other positioS of a dustria at enabiling Said 
Spindles to be 'gia.ied independeity of eacia other'. 

7. A door latch as ciained in claim 6, in which 
the sleeve having the greater wall thickness is 
disposed in the Spindle. 

8. A coor &tch 2S Ciarried in claim 3, in which 
elongate grooves tiae periphery of the spindles 
are engageabie with projections coixiected to th 
operating haindie enaicking longi 
movement of the Spiridies in relatio; to the h 
diles but initiating against relative rotatioi 
noverinents. 

9. In a door lateh, a pair of aiignesi Spindles 
axially shiftable independently betwee; two posi 
tions of adjustment, coupiirag zeans on the ad 
jacent ends of Said Sindies causing said Sindie 
to rotate together Wen axially shifted to one 
position of adjustinent, Said coli:iiirg 
ing rendered ineffective when either 
diles is axially shifted to the otiier G 
justinent einabiig Said Spindles to rotate inde 
pendently of each other, and a spring associated 
with each Spindle constantly urging same toward 
Said first position of adjustinent. 

10. In a door latch, a pair of alignied spindles 
axially shifitable independently between two po 
sitions of adjustment, neans coupling said spin 
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being reindered. 

8 
dles causing same to rotate together when axially 
shifted to one position of adjustment, said means 

ineffective when either of Said 
indles is axially shifted to the other position of 

inent enabling Said Spindles to rotate in 
deg2ndentiy of each other, Spring neans for caus 
ing relative inojeine:ht of said spindles toward 

S. 

Said first gositio of adjustment, and catch mech 
a lism reliea.Sealy holding said spindles in said 
other position of adjustment. 

E. in a door lateh, a pair of aligned spindles 
eagh being axially shiftable between two posi 
tions of adjustment, inner and Guter operating 
landies coiariected to respective ends of said spin 
dles, ii) eans coupling said Spindles causing same 
to rotate togetier when axially shifted to one po 
sition of adjustirrient and enabling said spindles 
to rotate independently when either is shifted 
3.2xially to its other position of adjustment, means 
constantiy II each of Said Siin des toward 
tile tougied position of adjust:ent, catch mech 
&nisrin a SSociated with each spindie for release 

i) the other position of ad 
a bolt cperating means responsive 

is: for 'endering the catch 
tie other spindle ineffec 

g & Ji'ging means to inpart shift 
V8239;i, iio ae latter. 
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